
Engineering
Sampler Workbook

Worksheets to help you build machines
that do cool things
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Dear Student,

Welcome to Curiosity Machine: Engineering Sampler! This workbook was designed to help 
you document progress that you make in designing working machine prototypes. Each 
machine you make can be added to your portfolio on curiositymachine.org, where you can 
keep pictures and videos of your machines. 

On Curiosity Machine, you’ll also meet a mentor who will give you advice and share their 
experience with you. We hope you have fun building and learning from you mentor!

Sincerely,

The Curiosity Machine Team

My Curiosity Machine Username is

My Curiosity Machine Password is

Before you can use your account, a parent needs to complete the Parent Consent Form 
(the last page of this workbook). Once we’ve received it from your teacher, your account 
will be ready!

Introduction
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Name Date

My design problem is . . .
Design a Wind-Up Mars Rover

Group Brainstorm What about Mars might impact a successful Rover design? Think about the 
terrain, atmosphere, temperature, and anything else that NASA engineers had to consider in designing 
their Rover.

What criteria and constraints impact your design?
Criteria Constraints

Design a Wind-Up Mars Rover www.curiositymachine.org/challenges/27/
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Name Date

Draw your design plan. Include labels and measurements so that others 
can easily understand your plan.

Curiosity Machine is a digital portfolio for you to keep all of your inventions! Take a pic-
ture of your design and post it on the Design a Wind-Up Mars Rover challenge!

Design Solution Tests

My design

Distance 
Travelled Idea Observed Why it worked

Classmate 
1

Classmate 
2

Test Reflection Explain how one of your classmate’s designs met the design criteria.

Design a Wind-Up Mars Rover www.curiositymachine.org/challenges/27/
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My design problem is . . .

Design Criteria Brainstorm Why is space exploration important? What does your space tool 
have to be able to do, and how?

Design a Space Tool

Design Constraints Brainstorm What is outer space like? How does this affect your design 
solution?

Our design criteria are . . .

Our design constraints are . . . 

Design a Space Tool www.curiositymachine.org/challenges/31/
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Name Date

Draw your design plan. Include labels and measurements so that others 
can easily understand your plan.

Curiosity Machine is a digital portfolio for you to keep all of your inventions! Take a pic-
ture of your plan and design and post it on the Design a Space Tool challenge!
Design a Space Tool www.curiositymachine.org/challenges/31/

Evaluate How well do your and classmates’ designs meet criteria and constraints? Will they work in outer 
space?
My  design

Classmate 1

Classmate 2
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My design problem is . . .
Build a Suspension Bridge

My design criteria are . . .

Draw your design plan. Include labels and measurements so that others 
can easily understand your plan.

Curiosity Machine is a digital portfolio for you to keep all of your inventions! Take a pic-
ture of your plan and post it on the Build a Suspension Bridge challenge!

Build a Suspension Bridge www.curiositymachine.org/challenges/8/
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Draw your testing method. Label your testing input, and use arrows to 
show how you expect this input to produce an output in your design. Explain.

Design Solution Analysis

My design

Maximum Input
What input caused the 
bridge to break? What made the design strong?

Classmate 
1

Classmate 
2

Did all the bridges break with the same input? Why do you think they did so?

Log in to Curiosity Machine and upload pictures and video to your portfolio for the 
Build a Suspension Bridge design challenge! 
Build a Suspension Bridge www.curiositymachine.org/challenges/8/
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My design problem is . . .
Build a Self-Propelling Boat

Group Brainstorm How do boats affect people and the environment?

Positive Impacts Negative Impacts

Even though boats have negative environmental impacts, they are very commonly 
used. Why do you think they are so common?

How can you design a boat that doesn’t have as much negative impact?  

Build a Self-Propelling Boat www.curiositymachine.org/challenges/67/
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Draw your design plan. Include labels and measurements so that others 
can easily understand your plan.

Curiosity Machine is a digital portfolio for you to keep all of your inventions! Take a pic-
ture of your plan and post it on the Build a Self-Propelling Boat challenge!

Test & Reflect
How far did your design travel?

How can you improve your design to travel farther?

If your boat was life-sized, how would you change it so humans could use it?

Build a Self-Propelling Boat www.curiositymachine.org/challenges/67/
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My design problem is . . .
Engineer a Pneumatic Creature

Draw your design plan. Include labels and measurements so that others 
can easily understand your plan.

My design criteria are . . .

1

2

3

Add your final design and show your progress on Engineer a Pneumatic Creature chal-
lenge on Curiosity Machine to add it to your design portfolio!

I will test design criteria by . . .

1

2

3

Engineer a Pneumatic Creature www.curiositymachine.org/challenges/56/
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Engineer a Pneumatic Creature www.curiositymachine.org/challenges/56/

Design Solution Tests Record how you and your classmates’ designs perform against the criteria you 
defined. 

My design

Criteria 1: Criteria 2: Criteria 3:

Classmate 
1

Classmate 
2

Analyze

What design performed best for Criteria 1? How could it be improved?

What design performed best for Criteria 2? How could it be improved?

What design performed best for Criteria 3? How could it be improved?

How can you combine these designs to create a solution that is better than all 3? 
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Final Design
Work as a group to plan and build a final bird design that you think will be better than your previous designs.

Draw your group’s design plan. Label parts of your final design and whose 
previous design inspired them.

Final Design Test
Write your design changes and how they impact your test results.

Design Change Test Result

Don’t forget to log in to Curiosity Machine and upload pictures and video to the Engi-
neer a Pneumatic Creature design challenge! 

Engineer a Pneumatic Creature www.curiositymachine.org/challenges/56/
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Appendix

How to Use Curiosity Machine

Parents Create Student Account
If you are under 13, your parent needs to complete a  Consent Form. Your teacher will ask you to bring home 
this form, and you need to make sure your mom, dad, or legal guardian signs it! After it’s signed, bring it back to 
your teacher so we can unlock you account and you can begin inventing!
Step 1:
Parents create an account for you, following instructions on the Parent Letter.

Step 3:
If you’re under 13, your parents complete a Consent Form and you bring it back to your teacher. 

Students Begin a Design Challenge
Step 1:
After your account is unlocked, log in with the username and password your parent created.
Step 2:
At the upper left of the Curiosity Machine window, click
Step 2:
Click “Challenges” on the menu. The Challenges page appears. Select a category and choose a challenge 
to begin.
Step 3:
Watch the Inspiration video. You can also take a look at the guide  for help understanding the chal-
lenge!

Students Upload a Design to Add it to Their Design Portfolio
Step 1:
After watching the Inspiration video, click
Step 2:
Edit the materials list by clicking
Step 3:
Click the green video, camera, and pencil icons to upload video and pictures and describe their plans.
Step 4:
When you’re done, click
Step 5:
Click the green video, camera, and pencil icons to upload video and pictures of what you created. De-
scribe what worked and what didn’t, and any trouble you’re having.

Students Talk to their Mentors
After uploading a design to your portfolio, you’ll get feedback from a mentor with 2 days. Check for feedback 
from home and add your redesigned projects to your portfolio, too!
Step 1:
To check for a message from your mentor, log in to Curiosity Machine. From your Design Portfolio, click 
on a design that has an icon like this:     Respond and upload a new design!

Start Building

Edit Materials

Ready to Build
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